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SUPERCELL
how can we cultivate hope during continually

uncertain times?
SUPERCELL is an evening-length multidisciplinary quintet

performance, responding to climate consciousness, media
sensationalism, desensitization, & environmental collapse. The

title refers to supercells, large storms of deep, persistent updrafts
often resulting in many tornadoes. While supercells are terrifying,

ominous, and harbingers of great damage, they are
simultaneously breathtaking environmental events when

witnessed from afar. The effect is similar to sensationalist media,
instantly amplifying catastrophic events for an insatiable public

consumption.

Fusing corporeal mime techniques,
contemporary and improvisational dance

frameworks, live vocalization/spoken text,
electronic/sample based music and interactive

technology/set design, SUPERCELL builds a
potent and tangible world on stage.

Performers’ interactions have
corresponding effects within their
performance environment as they

navigate a world in the midst of
fallout from environmental collapse

and toxic sensationalization. The
amplified breaths and vocalizations
of the dancers as a chorus function

as a motif articulating the toxic
environment's effects on their

bodies. Watch the Trailer

https://vimeo.com/743975286


slowdanger
taylor knight & anna thompson are co-founding artistic directors of slowdanger, a
multidisciplinary performance organism based in Pittsburgh, PA. slowdanger
uses a systematic approach to movement, integrative technology, found material,
electronic instrumentation, vocalization, physiological centering, and ontological
examination to produce their performance work, which utilizes ritual practice to
delve into circular life patterning including effort, transformation, and death.
Through the process of making each piece, slowdanger works with a heightened
understanding of energy, synergy, action, gender, time, and storytelling.

Their work has been presented by The John F. Kennedy
Center for the Performing Arts, Carnegie Museum of Art,
Usine C, Dance Place, The Andy Warhol Museum, and
more. slowdanger was one of Dance Magazine’s “25 to
Watch” and has been supported by The Foundation for
Contemporary Arts, NPN Creation Fund, The Heinz
Endowments & Pittsburgh Foundation Investing in
Professional Artists Award, and The Mid Atlantic Arts
Foundation.



supercell specs 
Runtime

60-75 minutes 
 

Touring Cast 
(2) Co-Directors/Performers

(3) Performers
(1) Scenic Designer/Technical Director

 

Presenting/
Development Partners

UMD Clarice Center for the Performing Arts
Kelly Strayhorn Theater

NCCAkron 
The Yard

Scenic Environment: The set will be created in collaboration
with ProjectileObjects (CorneliusHenke), using LED light
systems, projection mapping, theatrical haze and lighting and
additional sculptural matter. The projections will be cast onto
layers of sculptural matter that will be suspended from the
grid as well as installed on the floor. Ideally, the performance
will use a light gray or white marley flooring. 
 
Sound: The sound score will involve both pre-recorded and
onstage sound. It will be built by the performance cast using
field recordings, foley, breath, sub bass and additional
instrumentation, in combination with live onstage vocalization.

Costuming: The costumes will be designed by avant-garde
fashion label, MAD RECITAL (Richard Ramirez and Sean E.
Matzus). They will include repurposed and restructured
garments and fabrics to create dystopian apocalyptic
aesthetics. 

Funding Support 

From



collaborators

AJ Libert from Pittsburgh, PA,
started his dance training at
the age of three. He
graduated from PBT’s full time
program, and then attended
Point Park University where
he received a BFA in Modern
dance. AJ enjoys the
complexities that movement
exploration has to offer.
Combining his love for the
natural world with his love for
movement drives AJ to
continue to find deeper
connections between the two,
in hopes to merge both
worlds seamlessly.

Nile Harris is a performer and a director of live works of art. His work has been presented at the Palais de Tokyo, Under
the Radar Festival (Public Theater), The Watermill Center, Volksbühne Berlin, Prelude Festival, Bronx Academy of Arts and

Dance, Otion Front Studio, and Movement Research at Judson Church. His work has been supported by Pepatián,
Foundation for Contemporary Art, Abrons Arts Center, YoungArts, and Brooklyn Arts Exchange. He is currently a resident

of the Devised Theatre Working Group at the Public Theater/Under the Radar Festival under the leadership of Mark
Russell. He has worked extensively as a performer originating roles in works by various artists including Jaamil Olawale

Kosoko, 600 HIGHWAYMEN, Bill Shannon, Robert Wilson, Nia Witherspoon, Lilleth Glimcher, Malcolm Betts X, and Miles
Greenberg in venues including New York Live Arts, Museum of Modern Art, Tanz im August, The Walker Art Center,

EMPAC, Danspace Project, Superblue, Stanford Live, Dublin Theatre Festival, and MESS Festival.

kira shiina (they/she) is a queer biracial dance artist based
in the land of the Lenape people known today as

Philadelphia, PA. kira received their dance education at
Pittsburgh Creative and Performing Arts 6-12, going on to
receive their BFA in Dance from the University of the Arts

under the direction of Donna Faye Burchfield. kira has
performed in works by Andrea Miller, Bobbi Jene Smith,

Doug Varone, Sidra Bell, Tommie-Waheed Evans,
slowdanger, Beth Gill, and Mark Haim, among others. In

2019, they presented their first solo work, DID YOU / FALL
APART, exploring themes of memory, nostalgia, and

intimacy in collaboration with painter Jameelah Platt at
Pittsburgh Center for the Arts. kira is currently assistant to
choreographer Tommie-Waheed Evans and a collaborator
with his project-based company waheedworks, and holds

an adjunct associate professor position at the UArts School
of Dance.



creative team
Jasmine Hearn (Dramaturg & Sound Collaborator) was born and raised on
occupied lands now known as Houston, TX. They are an interdisciplinary artist,
director, choreographer, organizer, teaching artist, and a 2017 Bessie award winning
performer with Skeleton Architecture. Over the past decade,they have developed and
shared solo and ensemble dance theater performances rooted in the facilitation of
creative spaces for remembering, feeling, and imagining. Jasmine’s creative embodied
practice is rooted in a layering of dance, somatic, and vocal traditions and
methodologies. Their commitment to dance is an expansive practice that includes
performance, collaboration, sound conjuring, memory-keeping, and story-telling. 

ProjectileObjects (Scenic
Designer/Technical Director) Cornelius
Henke III, aka ProjectileObjects, is a VJ,
projection mapper, and creative
technologist. Versed in areas of video
production and performance art; he has
explored the visual medium through music
videos, motion graphics, live events, and
interactive installations. He is a former fellow
and artist in residence at the Frank-Ratchye
STUDIO for Creative Inquiry at Carnegie
Mellon University. And in the past was a
contributing writer for Projection-
Mapping.org. In other life, Cornelius is an
activist and partner at Merging Media, a
boutique digital media production company
based in Pittsburgh, PA. 

Mad Recital (Costume Designer) is an avant-garde
fashion label originally from Houston, Texas. The brand
is now based in Pennsylvania. The label is designed by
Richard Ramirez and Sean E. Matzus. Their aesthetics

are recycling/deconstruction, hand sewing, irregular
stitching, exaggerated shapes/volumes, hand painted

fabrics, abstract silhouettes, and one-of-a-kind pieces.
Richard Ramirez also creates Richard Saenz line since

1997. He also designs the line Automatism. 

Advisory Committee
Nathan Darity (Pittsburgh)
Michelle King (Pittsburgh)

Jennifer Roberts (Maryland)
Dana Fisher (Maryland)

 

http://studioforcreativeinquiry.org/
http://www.projection-mapping.org/
http://www.mergingmedia.com/


residency engagements
De-mystifying the Box: this workshop explores the embodied and emotional impacts of the climate crisis. Within this
workshop, we engage participants in creative process frameworks and somatic experiences to sense deeper into the
micro-ecosystems of our bodies. We use groove, effort, awareness modalities, and authentic movement to move
collectively for 1.5 hours. The final half hour is used to engage in a collective dialogue process surrounding the themes
of, SUPERCELL and the local impacts of the climate crisis. 

Sound as Landscape: This 90 minute workshop is an introductory lecture for dancers and choreographers in creating
electronic soundscapes for performance and dance. slowdanger’s directors taylor and anna will guide participants
through generative sound making processes using field recordings, Ableton Live, and other electronic sound equipment
such as loop pedals and synthesizers to build textural worlds within generative performance processes. Workshop
participants will be facilitated to take field recordings with their phones that will also be laced into the demo soundscape
created with workshop participants.

slowdanger physical integration (SPI): slowdanger’s SPI is an explorational movement experience accompanied by an
evolving sound score. Inspired by their studies in dance, somatic practices, BodyMindCentering, Laban Movement
Analysis, Movement Theater, Corporeal Mime, improvisational and compositional studies, slowdanger guides
participants to investigate non-verbal processing mechanisms through movement, groove, and sensory stimulus. SPI is
designed as an open-level practice. It challenges participants to explore connections to body, sound, and their
environment. These connections are used to play, investigate, and regenerate. This is an open-level practice open to
anybody and experience level. 



press
"Named for the road-sign warning,
slowdanger, unlike its moniker's
admonition, has been anything but
cautious in taking Pittsburgh by storm."
- Steve Sucato, Dance Magazine, 25 to Watch

"slowdanger imagines a better future with
sound and movement series remix
disruption." 
- Amanda Waltz, Pittsburgh City Paper

"anna thompson and taylor
knight are always up to

something cool." 
- Sara Bauknecht, Pittsburgh Post-

Gazette

"Fractured landscapes and fragmented memories stimulate slowdanger’s
imagination, yielding enigmatic performance installations and music videos
referenced with archetypal imagery and accompanied by atmospheric
electronic scores."

- Karen Dacko, PITTSBURGH MAGAZINE, Best of the 'Burgh

https://www.pittsburghmagazine.com/best-of-the-burgh-2018-arts-entertainment/
https://www.slowdangerslowdanger.com/press


booking
taylor knight & anna thompson

slowdangerslowdanger.com
slowdangerslowdanger@gmail.com

 
 

Photos by Mariah Miranda and Dylan Singleton

https://www.instagram.com/slowdanger__/
https://www.instagram.com/__slowdanger__/
https://www.slowdangerslowdanger.com/home
mailto:slowdangerslowdanger@gmail.com

